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 It provides every detail related to one's income. All details related to Income Tax form are provided such as the form, special
gifts . The best feature of this software is that it  is provided in three editions . It has been manufactured and tested by a team of

professionals . See also Income Tax Act Income Tax Department References Category:Income tax Category:Income tax in
IndiaLet the old economy sit at the bottom of the ocean That’s the only way to keep up with the new economy Posted: Monday,
August 12, 2003 By M.L. Stott New e-commerce laws will create a new economy. The public must understand that. We are not
dealing with a new technology that can be easily turned off and on. It’s a new economic paradigm that must be incorporated into
every office, home and industrial facility. The old economy consists of: jobs, cars and eating out. The new economy consists of:

e-commerce and e-services. The new economy is electronic, automated and the next generation of e-commerce. In the next
decade, e-commerce will revolutionize the way the world buys and sells products. The old economy relies on the infrastructure

of gas and electricity and the federal government’s ability to regulate and tax industries and protect consumers. The new
economy relies on e-commerce. The old economy relies on physical products. The new economy relies on virtual or digital

products. The old economy relies on bricks, mortar and lawyers. The new economy relies on computers, software and software
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programmers. The old economy operates by purchase, rental and lease. The new economy operates by sale, barter and license.
The old economy looks backward. The new economy looks forward. The old economy is about moving resources from producer

to consumer. The new economy is about moving resources from consumer to producer. The old economy is about moving
money from producer to consumer. The new economy is about moving money from consumer to producer. If you change the

word “money” to “information,” you get the idea. The old economy is about buying and selling. The new economy is about
creating and sharing. The old economy relies on the existing transportation 82157476af
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